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ISSUE

What are the requirements and concerns for a potential live liver donor with obesity?

DATA

Obesity is defined by body mass index (BMI) calculated using an individual’s height (in meters) and weight (in kilograms) as kg per meter squared (kg/m²). A normal BMI is 18.5-24.9, overweight is 25-29.9, and obese >30. (1) Obesity if further classified as class I (BMI 30.0-34.9), class II (35-39.9), and class III (40.0 +) representing incremental disease risk. (2)

Obese living liver donor candidates are being commonly encountered given the high prevalence of obesity in the general population which was reported at 39.8% in 2015-16 per Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) data. (3) In a worldwide survey of transplant centers that perform living donor liver transplants, the median BMI cut off was 33 at high volume centers and 30 at low volume centers. (4)

Obesity itself may be a risk factor for complications such as prolonged resection time, blood loss, & pulmonary complications in the setting of surgery such as liver resection i.e., donation. (5) It is a known risk factor for development of incisional hernia and poor wound healing. (6,7) However risk is most accurately assessed with consideration of body fat distribution, liver steatosis (liver fat content), and metabolic profile (sugar, cholesterol, and blood pressure), rather than BMI alone.

Correlation between obesity and liver steatosis is imperfect. Liver steatosis is more accurately predicted by visceral fat area (deep fat within the abdomen surrounding the vital organs) and triglycerides (a type of cholesterol), than BMI. (8)

Metabolic syndrome is defined when a person has 3 or more of the 5 following criteria: 1. waist circumference >40 inches in males or >35 inches in females, 2. elevated blood sugar (fasting glucose >/= 100mg/dl), abnormal cholesterol panel with 3. high cholesterol (triglycerides >150mg/dl) or 4. low (HDL cholesterol <40mg/dl males or <50 mg/dl females), 5. high blood pressure (>130mmHg systolic or >85mmHg diastolic). (9)
Metabolic syndrome is a risk factor for type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular (heart) disease, and liver steatosis, and is associated with a significant increase in risk of complications with surgery such as liver donation. (10) Diabetes impacts the ability of the liver to regenerate. (11) Significant liver steatosis (>30%) and steatohepatitis (liver fat with inflammation) can impair how the liver functions when transplanted to a recipient and may also result in progressive liver fibrosis (scarring) in both the donor and recipient. (12)

“Healthy” obese donors (those without metabolic derangements and cardiovascular issues) have similar complication rates, liver function, and hospital stays after donation compared to non-obese donors. (13, 14)

There is data to support that donor livers with up to 20-30% steatosis without metabolic abnormalities, liver inflammation, and fibrosis can safely undergo right lobe donation provided the graft-to-weight-recipient ratio and future liver remnant is adequate. (15-18)

Generally, centers evaluate the BMI and metabolic profile of potential donors together. Most centers exclude potential donors with metabolic syndrome and/or diabetes.

There is no absolute cut-off for donor BMI. Though most transplant centers exclude potential donors with a BMI >35. For obese donors metabolic work-up and assessment of liver fat content either via MRI or liver biopsy is appropriate*. (19)

Obesity and metabolic syndrome are modifiable i.e., they can be reversed with appropriate therapy. The mainstay of treatment recommendations is lifestyle intervention with diet, exercise, and smoking cessation if present. Dietary treatment consists of a reduction of calorie intake and low-fat food choices. Metabolic parameters may be improved with a reduction of >7% body weight. (20) Lifestyle changes need to be sustained over the long term otherwise weight will be regained. Pharmacologic therapy i.e., medications, and/or meal replacement programs may be considered in the appropriate setting. Excluded persons who have achieved successful weight loss may be reconsidered as live liver donors.

Surgery is a later stage treatment option for obesity (bariatric surgery). Potential donors who have had prior bariatric surgery may be considered dependent on the type of operation performed (laparoscopic adjustable gastric band or gastric sleeve rather than gastric bypass) and whether sustained weight loss to goal BMI has been achieved. (21)

Some transplant centers are exploring formalized weight/metabolic treatment programs to assist potential donors in achieving weight loss and optimal health.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Obesity is not an absolute contra-indication to liver donation. Though class II obesity with BMI >35 is generally considered a relative contraindication. Obese potential live liver donors should undergo assessment of visceral fat, metabolic profile, and liver steatosis.
2. Those with liver steatosis >30% and/or metabolic syndrome are at increased risk.
3. Those with mild liver steatosis and/or an abnormal metabolic parameter should be optimized via life style modification and therapy as appropriate with a follow-up assessment confirming improvement of metabolic profile and fat fraction by validated means prior to surgery.

4. Long-term follow-up of obese liver donors should be instituted to assess for potential weight gain and development of NASH as this data is currently lacking.

See chapter: “The Role of Liver Biopsy in the Potential Live Liver Donor”
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For more information on Living Liver Donation, please refer to our website, generously supported by Novartis.